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BEYOND IGUSA’S CONJECTURES ON EXPONENTIAL
SUMS AND MONODROMY
RAF CLUCKERS AND KIEN HUU NGUYEN
1. Introduction
Let f(x) be a polynomial in n variables over Z and of degree d > 1.
Let s be the dimension of the critical locus of fd : C
n → C, where fd is
the degree d homogeneous part of f . For any positive integer N and any
complex primitive N -th root of unity ξ, consider the exponential sum
(1)
∑
x∈(Z/NZ)n
ξf(x).
The work by Grothendieck, Deligne, Katz, Laumon, and others after the
Weil Conjectures imply rich results about these sums when N runs over
the set of prime number. We don’t aim to deepen these results. Instead
we put forward new bounds for these sums for all N with, roughly, a win
of a factor N−(n−s)/d on the trivial bound (See Conjecture 1). We dare
to put this forward as a conjecture because we prove a generic case (based
on the Newton polyhedron of f), as well as the case with no more than 4
variables, and, the case restricted to those N which are d+ 2-th power free.
The simplicity of the bounds makes them attractive and useful. As we will
explain, the bounds go further than two of Igusa’s conjectures, namely on
exponential sums and on monodromy, and they represent an update of these
conjectures in line with recent insights and results.
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In more detail, let us normalize by the number of terms, take the complex
modulus and put
(2) Ef (N, ξ) := |
1
Nn
∑
x∈(Z/NZ)n
ξf(x)|.
Write fd for the homogeneous degree d part of f , and write s = s(f) =
s(fd) for the dimension of the critical locus of fd, namely, of the solution set
in Cn of the equations
(3) 0 =
∂fd
∂x1
(x) = . . . =
∂fd
∂xn
(x).
Note that 0 ≤ s ≤ n− 1. Our projected bounds are very simple:
Conjecture 1. Given f , n, s, and d as above and any ε > 0, one has
(4) Ef (N, ξ)≪ N
−n−s
d
+ε.
The notation in (4) means that, given f and ε > 0, there is a constant
c = c(f, ε) such that, for all integers N ≥ 1 and all primitive N -th roots of
unity ξ, the value Ef (N, ξ) is no larger than cN
−n−s
d
+ε. Moreover, knowing
only n, s and d, the exponent −(n − s)/d is optimal in (4), as witnessed
by the example with f =
∑
i x
d
i and N = p
d for primes p, see also the
paragraph around (13). We are not aware of such projected upper bounds in
the literature, except in the one variables case like in [6] following [19] and
generalisations in [12, 13].
Remark 1. The critical case of Conjecture 1 is with N having a single prime
divisor. Indeed, by the Chinese Remainder Theorem, if one writes N =∏
i p
ei
i for distinct prime numbers pi and integers ei > 0, then one has
(5) Ef (N, ξ) =
∏
i
Ef (p
ei
i , ξi)
for some choice of primitive peii -th roots of unity ξi. In detail, writing 1/N =∑
i ai/p
ei
i with (ai, pi) = 1, then one takes ξi = ξ
bi with bi = aiN/p
ei
i .
1.1. Conjecture 1 goes beyond Igusa’s original questions on both mon-
odromy and exponential sums, and simplifies them to only involving n, s,
and d. This simplification comes from recent insights on the minimal ex-
ponent by Mustaţaˇ and Popa from [22]. The presented conjecture is a way
to go forward after the recent solution of Igusa’s conjecture on exponential
sums for non-rational singularities in [10], which implies Conjecture 1 when
(n−s)/d ≤ 1 and thus in particular when n ≤ 3 (indeed, the case with d = 2
is easy and well-known).
In most of the evidence we can furthermore take ε = 0 and one may wonder
to which extent this sharpening of Conjecture 1 holds. The sharpening with
ε = 0 goes further beyond Igusa’s conjectures in ways explained in Section
2.2. One may also wonder whether the implied constant c can be taken
depending only on fd and n.
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1.2. In Section 2 we relate the bounds from (5) to Igusa’s monodromy
conjecture. Conjecture 1 implies the strong monodromy conjecture for poles
of local zeta functions with real part in the range strictly between −n−sd
and zero. More precisely, we show that there are no poles (of a local zeta
function of f) with real part in this range except −1 (see Theorem 1), and,
correspondingly, there are no zeros of the Bernstein-Sato polynomial of f in
this range other than −1 (see Proposition 2.1). In the other direction, we
note that the strong monodromy conjecture in this range implies merely a
much weaker variant of Conjecture 1, namely the bounds from (10) instead
of (4), where the constant cp is allowed to depend on p.
1.3. The other main results in this paper (apart from Section 2) consist
of evidence for Conjecture 1. In Section 3 we first translate some existing
results into evidence for Conjecture 1, namely, the case of f being smooth
homogeneous, the case of degree d = 2, the case with (n − s)/d ≤ 1, the
case of at most 3 variables, and, the case for cube free N . We then extend
this further to evidence for all N which are d+ 2-th power free (see Section
3.5, where moreover ε = 0). This uses some recent results on bounds of [9]
coming from the theory of motivic integration.
In the final Section 4, we show Conjecture 1 with ε = 0 when f is non-
degenerate with respect to its Newton polyhedron at zero, using recent work
from Castryck and the second author in [5]. This shows that Conjecture 1
holds for generic f , in a sense explained in Remark 2.
In the final Section 5, we show Conjecture 1 for all polynomial in no more
than 4 variables. The key case here, in view of the results from [10], is when
n = 4, s = 0, and d = 3.
1.4. The original question of Igusa’s on exponential sums used a non-
canonical exponent coming from a choice of log-resolution for f , see page
2 of the introduction of [20]. Later, Igusa’s exponent was replaced by canon-
ical candidates for the (expectedly optimal) exponent: the motivic oscillation
index of f , and, (expected to be equal) the minimal exponent of f , or rather,
of f − v with v a critical value of f : Cn → C. Also Igusa’s original con-
ditions, like homogeneity for f , were dropped with some care. See Section
2.3 for more details and references. Our suggested bounds encompass and
simplify several issues related to the minimal exponent (and, the motivic os-
cillation index), by replacing them by the much simpler value n−sd . Although
the bounds from (4) seem simple and very natural, they appear surprisingly
hard to show in general. Even much weaker the bounds from (10) seem
surprisingly hard to show.
1.5. In his vast program, Igusa wanted to show a certain adèlic Poisson
summation formula related to f , inspired by the theory by Siegel and Weil
about the Hasse-Minkowski principle. Conjecture 1 would imply that Igusa’s
adèlic Poisson summation formula for f holds under the simple condition
(6) n− s > 2d
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which simplifies the list of conditions put forward by Igusa in [20].
Also for obtaining (or just for streamlining) local global principles, Con-
jecture 1 may play a role. It are precisely the Ef (N, ξ) that appear for
estimating the contribution of the major arcs in the circle method to get a
smooth local global principle for f when
(7) n− s > (d− 1)2d,
in work by Birch [2] (see also the recent sharpening from [4]), where Birch
shows that for any homogeneous form f = fd with (7) there are smooth local
zeros of f for each completion of Q if and only if f has a smooth rational
zero. One may hope one day to replace Condition (7) on f by (6), in line
with a conjectured local global principle from [3]. Conjecture 1 would put
the remaining obstacle completely with the estimation for the minor arcs
(where actually already lie the limits of current knowledge). Other possible
applications may be for small solutions of congruences as studied in e.g. [1].
We leave all these for the future.
1.6. Generalization to a ring of integers. Before giving precise state-
ments and proofs, we formulate a natural generalization to rings of integers
(a generality we will not use later in this paper). For a ring of integers O
of a number field and a polynomial g over O, one can formulate an anal-
ogous conjecture with summation sets (O/I)n with nonzero ideals I of O
and primitive additive characters ψ : O/I → C×. More precisely, let g be a
polynomial in n variables of degree d > 1 and with coefficients in O. For any
nonzero ideal I of O and any primitive additive character ψ : O/I → C×,
let NI := [O : I] be the absolute norm of I and consider
(8) Eg(I, ψ) := |
1
NnI
∑
x∈(O/I)n
ψ(g(x))|.
Let s(g) = s(gd) be the dimension of the critical locus of the degree d part
gd of g. As generalization of the above questions, one may wonder whether
for each ε > 0 (or even with ε = 0) one has
(9) Eg(I, ψ)≪ N
−n−s(g)
d
+ε
I .
As above with the Chinese remainder theorem, one can rephrase this using
the finite completions of the field of fractions of O, and, one can study similar
sums for the local fields Fq((t)) of large characteristic.
2. Link with the monodromy conjecture
Fix a prime number p. For each integer m > 0 let ap,m be the number of
solutions in (Z/pmZ)n of the equation f(x) ≡ 0 mod pm, and consider the
Poincaré series
Pf,p(T ) :=
∑
m>0
ap,mT
m,
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in Z[[T ]]. Igusa [20] showed that Pf,p(T ) is a rational function in T , using
an embedded resolution of f from [18]. Let T0 be a complex pole of Pf,p(T )
and let t0 be the real part of a complex number s0 with p
−s0 = T0. Denef
[15] formulated a strong variant of Igusa’s monodromy conjecture by asking
whether t0 is automatically a zero of the Bernstein-Sato polynomial of f . The
following result addresses this question in a range of values for t0, namely
strictly between −(n− s)/d and zero, assuming Conjecture 1 for f .
Theorem 1 (Strong Monodromy Conjecture, in a range). Let f , n, s, and
d be as in the introduction and suppose that Conjecture 1 holds for f . Let t0
be coming as above from a pole T0 of Pf,p(T ) for a prime number p. Suppose
that moreover t0 > −(n− s)/d. Then t0 = −1, and hence, t0 is a zero of the
Bernstein-Sato polynomial of f .
Theorem 1 is a form of the strong monodromy conjecture in the range
strictly between −(n − s)/d and zero. We don’t pursue highest generality
here, like for other variants of motivic and p-adic local zeta functions. Theo-
rem 1 follows rather easily from Igusa’s results, and in fact, similar results for
the poles of twisted p-adic local zeta functions follow by the same reasoning,
see [15]. Proposition 2.1 below gives a related statement for the zeros of the
Bernstein-Sato polynomial of f .
Proof of Theorem 1. Let p be a prime number. Let t0 be the real part of a
complex number s0 such that T0 := p
−s0 is a pole of Pf,p(T ). Suppose that
for all ε > 0 there exists cp = cp(f, ε) such that
(10) Ef (p
m, ξ) ≤ cp · (p
m)−
n−s
d
+ε for all m > 0 and primitive ξ.
By Igusa’s results from [20] in the form of [15], Corollary 1.4.5 and the
comment at the end of [16], it follows that t0 either equals −1 or is at most
−(n− s)/d. Clearly the bound from (10) holds if Conjecture 1 holds for f .
Hence, if t0 > −(n − s)/d, then t0 = −1. By our assumption that d > 1,
the value −1 is automatically a zero of the Bernstein-Sato polynomial of f .
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
Showing the bounds (10) from the above proof for general f does not seem
easy, although they are much weaker (and much less useful) than the bounds
from (4), because of the dependence of cp on p.
In view of the strong monodromy conjecture, Theorem 1 should be com-
pared with the following absence of zeros of the Bernstein-Sato polynomial in
a similar range, apart from −1. (Recall that the zeros of the Bernstein-Sato
polynomial are negative rational numbers.)
Proposition 2.1. Let f , n, s, and d be as in the introduction and let r be
any zero of the Bernstein-Sato polynomial of f . Then either r = −1, or,
r ≤ −(n− s)/d.
Proof. When f = fd then the proposition follows from item (3) of Theorem E
of [22] and the definition of the minimal exponent as minus the largest zero
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of the quotient of the Bernstein-Sato polynomial bf (s) of f divided by (s+1).
The general case of the proposition follows from this homogeneous case by
using the semi-continuity result for the minimal exponent of item (2) of
Theorem E of [22]. 
2.2. The variant of Conjecture 1 with ε = 0 (or even just the bounds (10)
with ε = 0) implies for any pole T0 of Pf,p(T ) with corresponding value
t0 the following bound on the order of the pole : If t0 equals −(n − s)/d
and −(n − s)/d 6= −1, then the pole T0 has multiplicity at most one. If
t0 = −1 = −(n − s)/d, then the pole T0 has multiplicity at most two, see
[15], Corollary 1.4.5 and the comment at the end of [16].
Conjecture 1 clearly implies the bounds (10) with moreover constants cp
taken independently from p. The variant of Conjecture 1 with ε = 0 is
equivalent with the bounds (10) with ε = 0 and such that furthermore the
products of the constants cp over any set P of primes is bounded indepen-
dently of P .
2.3. The minimal exponent of f is defined as minus the largest zero of the
quotient bf (s)/(s+1) with bf (s) the Bernstein-Sato polynomial of f if such
a zero exists, and it is defined as +∞ otherwise. Write αˆf for the minimum
over the minimal exponents of f−v for v running over the (complex) critical
values of f . In a more canonical variant of Igusa’s original question, one may
wonder more technically than Conjecture 1 whether for all ε > 0 one has
(11) Ef (N, ξ)≪ N
−αˆf+ε for all ξ and all squareful integers N,
similarly as the question introduced in [11] for the motivic oscillation index
(and where the necessity of working with squareful integers N is explained).
Recall that an integer N is called squareful if for any prime p dividing N
also p2 divides N . In [5] and [10], evidence is given for this sharper but more
technical question. As mentioned above, αˆf is hard to compute in general,
and (n − s)/d is much more transparent. However, αˆf is supposedly equal
to the motivic oscillation index of f , which in turn is optimal as exponent
of N−1 in the upper bounds for Ef (N, ξ) (see the last section of [10]). Note
that by Proposition 2.1, one has
(12) αˆf ≥ (n− s)/d,
which shows that (11) is indeed a sharper (or equal) bound than (4).
3. Some first evidence
In this section we translate some well-known results into evidence for
Conjecture 1, and we show the case of d + 2-th power free N . A key (but
hard) case of Conjecture 1 is when fd is projectively smooth, namely with
s = 0, since the case of general s can be derived from a sufficiently uniform
form of the case with s = 0, see e.g. how (15) is used below for square free
N . However, the case s = 0 seems very hard at the moment in general. This
should not be confused with Igusa’s more basic case recalled in Section 3.1.
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3.1. When f itself is smooth homogeneous, namely, f = fd and s = 0,
then Conjecture 1 with ε = 0 is known by Igusa’s bounds from [20], by a
straightforward computation and reduction to Deligne’s bounds. In detail,
if f = fd and s = 0, Igusa [20] showed (using [14]) that for each prime p
there is a constant cp such that
(13) Ef (p
m, ξ) ≤ cpp
−mn/d for all integers m > 0 and all choices of ξ,
and, that one can take cp = 1 when p is larger than some value M depending
on f . More precisely, one can take cp = 1 when p does not divide d and when
the reduction of fd modulo p is smooth. Furthermore, Igusa [20] shows that
the exponent −n/d of pm is optimal in the upper bound of (13) when m = d
(see also the last section of [10] for more general lower bounds).
3.2. Let us recall in general that for f , n, s, and d as above, if
(14) (n− s)/d ≤ 1,
then Conjecture 1 follows from the recent solution of Igusa’s conjecture for
non-rational singularities in [10]. Indeed, in [10] the stronger (and optimal)
upper bounds from (11) are shown in the case of non-rational singularities,
as well as the case with 1 instead of αˆf in the case of rational singularities.
(Recall that this is indeed stronger by (12).) We mention on the side that
αˆf ≤ 1 if and only if f−v = 0 has non-rational singularities for some critical
value v ∈ C of f , by [23].
It follows from this that Conjecture 1 holds for all f in three (or less)
variables. Indeed, the degree two case is easy by diagonalizing f2 over Q,
and, (14) holds when n ≤ 3 ≤ d. In Section 5 we will treat the case of four
variables.
Although it is classical, let us explain the case of d = 2 in more detail, by
showing that Conjecture 1 holds with ε = 0 for f with d = 2. First suppose
that the degree two part of f is a diagonal form, namely, f2(x) =
∑n
i=1 aix
2
i
for some ai ∈ Z. In this case it sufficient to show the case with n = 1 and
d = 2 (indeed, f = f1(x1) + . . . + fn(xn) for some polynomials fj in one
variable xj and of degree ≤ 2). But this case follows readily from Hua’s
bounds, see [19] or [6].
For general f with d = 2, by diagonalizing f2 over Q and taking a suitable
multiple, we find a matrix T ∈ Zn×n with nonzero determinant so that
f2(Tx) is a diagonal form in the variables x, namely, f2(Tx) =
∑n
i=1 aix
2
i
for some ai ∈ Z. The map sending x to Tx transforms Z
n
p into a set of the
form
∏n
j=1 p
ep,jZp for some integers ep,j ≥ 0 (called a box). By composing
with a map of the form (xj)j 7→ (bjxj)j for some integers bj it is clear that
we may assume that T is already such that ep,j = ep for all p and all j and
some integers ep ≥ 0. Hence, the case d = 2 follows from Lemma 3.3.
Lemma 3.3. Let f , n, s, and d be as in the introduction and let T ∈
Zn×n be a matrix with nonzero determinant and such that, for each prime
p, the transformation x 7→ Tx maps Znp onto p
epZnp for some ep ≥ 0. Then,
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Conjecture 1 for the polynomials gi(x) := f(i + Tx) for all i ∈ Z
n implies
conjecture 1 for f , and, similarly for Conjecture 1 with ε = 0.
Proof. For each i ∈ Zn, write gi(x) for the polynomial f(i + Tx). For any
prime p, let µp,n be the Haar measure on Q
n
p , normalized so that Z
n
p has
measure 1. For any integer m > 0 and any primitive pm-th root of unity ξ,
we have, by the change of variables formula for p-adic integrals, and with
e = ep and with integrals taken against the measure µ = µp,n,
Ef (p
m, ξ) = |
∫
x∈Znp
ξf(x) mod p
m
µ|
≤
n∑
j=1
pe−1∑
ij=0
|
∫
x∈i+(peZp)n
ξf(x) mod p
m
µ|.
For each i we further have
|
∫
x∈i+(peZp)n
ξf(x) mod p
m
µ| = p−ne|
∫
x∈Znp
ξf(i+p
ex) mod pmµ|
= p−ne|
∫
x∈Znp
ξgi(x) mod p
m
µ|
= p−neEgi(p
m, ξ).
Since ep = 0 for all but finitely many primes p, we are done. 
3.4. When one restricts to integers N which are square free (namely, not
divisible by a nontrivial square), then Conjecture 1 with ε = 0 follows from
Deligne’s bound from [14], as we now explain. By [14], for a prime number
p such that the reduction of fd modulo p is smooth, one has
(15) Ef (p, ξ) ≤ (d− 1)
np−n/2 for each primitive ξ,
where smooth means that the reduction modulo p of the equations (3) have 0
as only solution over an algebraic closure of Fp. If s = 0 then the reduction
of fd modulo p is smooth whenever p is large and thus Conjecture 1 for
square free N and with ε = 0 follows for f with s = 0. The case of s > 0
follows by induction on s and by restricting f to hyperplanes, as follows.
The bound from (15) is our base case with s = 0. Now suppose that s > 0.
After a linear coordinate change of AnZ, we may suppose that the polynomial
g(xˆ) := f(0, xˆ) in the variables xˆ = (x2, . . . , xn) is still of degree d and
that its degree d homogeneous part gd has critical locus of dimension s− 1.
Hence, for large prime p, the reduction of gd modulo p has also critical locus
of dimension s − 1, in An−1Fp . Hence, for large p, one has by induction on s
that
(16) |
1
pn−1
∑
xˆ=(x2,...,xn)∈F
n−1
p
ξf(a,xˆ)| ≤ (d− 1)n−sp−(n−s)/2
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for each a ∈ Fp and each primitive p-th root of unity ξ. Indeed, the polyno-
mial f(a, xˆ) has gd mod p as its degree d homogeneous part for each a ∈ Fd.
Now, summing over a ∈ Fp and dividing by p gives
(17) |
1
pn
∑
x∈Fnp
ξf(x)| ≤ (d− 1)n−sp−(n−s)/2
for large p. Conjecture 1 with ε = 0 for square free integers N thus follows.
(Alternatively, one can use the much more general Theorem 5 of [21] when
d > 2 and a diagonalization argument as in Section 3.2 when d = 2).
3.5. When one restricts to integers N which are cube free (namely, not
divisible by a nontrivial cube), then Conjecture 1 with ε = 0 follows exactly
in the same way as for square free N , but now using both the bounds from
[17] and from [14]. Indeed, this similarly gives
(18) Ef (p
2, ξ) ≤ (d− 1)n−sp−(n−s)
for large p and all ξ. Together with the square free case, this implies the
cube free case of Conjecture 1, with ε = 0, and even with (n − s)/2 instead
of (n− s)/d. In fact, with some more work we can go up to d+2-th powers
instead of just cubes, as follows.
Theorem 2. Conjecture 1 with ε = 0 holds when restricted to integers N
which do not contain a non-trivial d+2-th power. In detail, let f , n, s, and
d be as in the introduction. Then there is a constant c = c(fd) (depending
only on fd) such that for all integers N > 0 which are not divisible by a
non-trivial d+ 2-th power and all primitive N -th roots ξ of 1, one has
(19) Ef (N, ξ) ≤ cN
−n−s
d .
We will prove Theorem 2 by making a link between Ef (p
m, ξ) and finite
field exponential sums, as follows. For any prime p, any m > 0, any point P
in Fnp and any ξ, write
(20) EPf (p
m, ξ) := |
1
pmn
∑
x∈P+(pZ/pmZ)n
ξf(x)|.
Compared to Ef (p
m, ξ), the summation set for EPf (p
m, ξ) has p-adically
zoomed in around the point P .
Let us consider the following positive characteristic analogues.
(21) Ef (t
m, ψ) := |
1
pmn
∑
x∈(Fp[t]/(tm))n
ψ(f(x))|,
and
(22) EPf (t
m, ψ) := |
1
pmn
∑
x∈P+(tFp[t]/(tm))n
ψ′(f(x))|,
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for any primitive additive character
ψ : Fp[t]/(t
m)→ C×,
where primitive means that ψ does not factor through the projection Fp[t]/(t
m)→
Fp[t]/(t
m−1).
The sums of (21) and (22) can be rewritten as finite field exponential
sums, to which classical bounds like (17) apply. This is done by identify-
ing the summation set with Fmnp , resp. with F
(m−1)n
p , namely by sending a
polynomial in t to its coefficients, while forgetting the constant terms in the
second case.
We first prove the following variant of Theorem 2.
Proposition 3.6. Let f , n, s, and d be as in the introduction. Then there is
a constant M (depending only on fd) such that for all primes p with p > M ,
all integers m > 0 with m ≤ d + 1, and all primitive additive characters
ψ : Fp[t]/(t
m)→ C× one has
(23) Ef (t
m, ψ) ≤ p−m·
n−s
d .
Proof. By a reasoning as for the square free and the cube free case, it is
sufficient to treat the case that s = 0. So, we may assume that s = 0, and,
by the square free case treated above, that m > 1. We also may assume that
d ≥ 3. For each p, let Cp be the set of critical points of the reduction of f
modulo p. Since s = 0, one has #Cp ≤ c1 for some constant c1 depending
only on n and d, see for example by the final inequality of [17]. Clearly we
have
(24) Ef (t
m, ψ) =
∑
P∈Cp
EPf (t
m, ξ)
for all primes p > d, all m > 1 and all primitive ψ : Fp[t]/(t
m) → C×. For
m < d, note that
(25)
1
pmn
·#(pZ/pmZ)n = pn(m−1)−mn = p−n < p−mn/d.
For m < d, we thus find by (24) that
(26) Ef (t
m, ψ) ≤ c1p
−n,
and (23) follows when m < d and p is large (compared to d and n, namely
so that the constant c1 is eaten by the extra saved power of p). We now
treat the case that m = d. If p > d is such that the reduction of f modulo
p is smooth homogeneous, then there is nothing left to prove since then
Ef (t
m, ψ) = EP0f (t
m, ψ) = p−n = p−mn/d, with P0 = {0}. If the reduction
of f modulo p is not homogeneous, and, p is larger than d, then there is a
constant c2 (depending only on n and d) such that
EPf (t
m, ψ) ≤ c2p
−n−1/2
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for all P in Cp and all primitive ψ. Indeed, this follows from the worst case
of (16) applied to EPf (t
m, ψ), after rewriting it as a finite field exponential
sum. The case m = d for (23) follows, where the constant c2 is eaten by
the extra saved power of p. For d = m+ 1, when we rewrite EPf (t
m, ψ) for
P ∈ Cp as a finite field exponential sum over (m − 1)n variables running
over Fp, we can again apply (16), now in n(m−1) variables and with highest
degree part fd which has singular locus of dimension n(m − 2) when seen
inside An(m−1). Since d ≥ 3, we again can use the extra saved power of p to
obtain (23) and the proposition is proved. 
Proof of Theorem 2. We show for all large primes p all integers m > 0 with
m ≤ d+ 1, and all primitive pm-th roots of 1, that
(27) Ef (p
m, ξ) ≤ p−m·
n−s
d ,
where moreover the lower bound on p depends only on fd. For m 6= d this
follows at once from the transfer principle for bounds from Theorem 3.1 of [8]
and the corresponding power savings when m 6= d in the proof Proposition
3.6. Indeed, the transfer principle holds uniformly in f as long as fd and n
are fixed, since the bounds from Proposition 3.6 have this kind of uniformity.
Let us now treat the remaining case of m = d. It is again enough to treat
the case s = 0. For a prime p > d such that the reduction of f modulo p is
not homogeneous, we are done similarly by the transfer principle for bounds
from [8] and the corresponding power savings in the proof Proposition 3.6.
If m = d and p > d is such that the reduction of f modulo p is smooth
homogeneous, then we have that P0 = {0} is the unique critical point of the
reduction of f modulo p, and thus
Ef (p
m, ξ) = EP0f (p
m, ξ) ≤ p−n = p−mn/d.
The proof of Theorem 2 is thus finished. 
4. The non-degenerate case
In this section we show that Conjecture 1 with ε = 0 holds for non-
degenerate polynomials, where the non-degeneracy condition is with respect
to the Newton polyhedron of f − f(0) at zero, as in [5]. The non-degeneracy
condition generalizes the situation where f is a sum of monomials in separate
variables, like x1x2 + x3x4. In detail, writing f(x) − f(0) =
∑
i∈Nn βix
i in
multi-index notation, let
Supp(f) := {i ∈ Nn | βi 6= 0}
be the support of f − f(0). Further, let
∆0(f) := Conv(Supp(f) + (R≥0)
n)
be the convex hull of the sum-set of Supp(f) with (R≥0)
n where R≥0 is
{x ∈ R | x ≥ 0}. The set ∆0(f) is called the Newton polyhedron of f − f(0)
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at zero. For each face τ of the polyhedron ∆0(f), consider the polynomial
fτ :=
∑
i∈τ
βix
i.
Call f non-degenerate w.r.t. ∆0(f) when for each face τ of ∆0(f) and each
critical point P of fτ : C
n → C, at least one coordinate of P equals
zero. Recall that a complex point P ∈ Cn is called a critical point of fτ
if ∂fτ/∂xi(P ) = 0 for all i = 1, . . . , n. Let σf be the unique real value such
that (1/σf , . . . , 1/σf ) is contained in a proper face of ∆0(f).
Finally, let κ denote the maximal codimension in Rn of τ when τ varies
over the faces of ∆0(f) containing (1/σf , . . . , 1/σf ).
The following result slightly extends the main result of [5] as it covers
small primes as well.
Proposition 4.1. Suppose that f is non-degenerate with respect to ∆0(f).
Then, there is a constant c such that for all primes p, all integers m ≥ 2 and
all primitive pm-th roots of unity ξ one has
(28) Ef (p
m, ξ) ≤ cp−mσfmκ−1.
The following is the main result of this section.
Theorem 3. Let f , n, s, and d be as in the introduction. Suppose that f
is non-degenerate w.r.t. ∆0(f). Then Conjecture 1 with ε = 0 holds for f .
Namely, there is c such that for all integers N > 0 and all primitive N -th
roots of unity ξ, one has
Ef (N, ξ) ≤ cN
−n−s
d .
Furthermore, for all large primes p (with ‘large’ depending on f), all in-
tegers m > 0 and all primitive pm-th roots of unity ξ one has
Ef (p
m, ξ) ≤ p−m
n−s
d .
Proof of Proposition 4.1. In [5] it is shown that one can take a constant c so
that (28) holds for all large primes p and al m ≥ 2. So, there is only left
to prove that for each prime p there is a constant cp (depending on p) such
that for each integer m ≥ 2 one has
(29) Ef (p
m, ξ) ≤ cpp
−mσfmκ−1.
First, if f is non-degenerate w.r.t∆0(f) we show that f(0) is the only possible
critical value of f , by induction on n. If n = 1, by the non-degeneracy of f , we
get that f has no critical point in C× and we are done. Now suppose that n >
1. Let f be a polynomial in n variables which is non-degenerate w.r.t ∆0(f).
Suppose that u = (u1, ..., un) is a critical point of f . By the non-degeneracy
of f there exists 1 ≤ j ≤ n such that uj = 0. Without lost of generality we
can suppose that j = n. We can write f = f(0) +
∑r
i=0 gi(x1, ..., xn−1)x
i
n
with furthermore g0(0) = 0. We is sufficient to show that f(u1, ..., un) =
f(0). Since un = 0, it suffices to show that g0(u1, ..., un−1) = 0. By the
fact that f is non-degenerate w.r.t ∆0(f) we get that g0 is non-degenerate
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w.r.t ∆0(g0). It is clear that (u1, ..., un−1) is a critical point of g0. So, we
can use the inductive hypothesis to deduce that g0(u1, ..., un−1) = g0(0) =
0. Now, since f has no other possible critical value than f(0) and since
there exists a toric log-resolution of f − f(0) whose numerical properties
are controlled by ∆0(f) (see for example [24]), inequality (29) follows from
Igusa’s work in [20] and the proposition is proved. 
The proof of Theorem 3 will rely on Proposition 4.1 and the following
lemma.
Lemma 4.2. Let f , n, s, and d be as in the introduction. Suppose that
d ≥ 3. Then one has σf ≥ (n− s)/d, and, equality holds if and only if there
is a smooth form g of degree d in n− s variables such that
f(x)− f(0) = g(xi1 , . . . , xin−s)
for some ij with 1 ≤ i1 < i2 < . . . < in−s ≤ n.
We will first prove Lemma 4.2 in the case that s = 0, using the following
lemma. We write Conv(Supp(f)) for the convex hull of Supp(f).
Lemma 4.3. Let f , n, s, and d be as in the introduction. Suppose further-
more that d ≥ 3, s = 0 and that f = fd, namely, f is smooth homogeneous
of degree at least 3. Then
dim(Conv(Supp(f))) = n− 1,
and, the point (d/n, . . . , d/n) belongs to the interior of Conv(Supp(f)). In
particular, σf = n/d.
Proof. Since f = fd, it is clear that dim(Conv(Supp(f))) ≤ n− 1. Suppose
now that either dim(Conv(Supp(f))) < n − 1, or, that (d/n, . . . , d/n) does
not belong to the interior of Conv(Supp(f)). We try to find a contradiction.
By our assumptions, there exists a hyperplane H = {a ∈ Rn | k · a = 0} for
some k ∈ Rn \{0} such that the point (d/n, . . . , d/n) belongs to H and such
that Supp(f) belongs to the half space H+ := {a ∈ R
n | k · a ≥ 0}. Let I be
the subset of {1, . . . , n} consisting of i with ki > 0 and let J be the subset
of {1, . . . , n} consisting of j with kj < 0. Clearly I and J are disjoint. Since
(d/n, . . . , d/n) belongs to H, it follows that I and J are both nonempty and
that
(30)
∑
i∈I
ki =
∑
j∈J
|kj |.
Furthermore, the inclusion Supp(f) ⊂ H+ implies that
(31)
∑
i∈I
kiai ≥
∑
j∈J
|kj |aj for all a ∈ Supp(f).
Consider the set Supp0(f) consisting of those a ∈ Supp(f) with moreover
ai = 1 for some i ∈ I and ai′ = 0 for all i
′ 6∈ J ∪{i}. For a ∈ Supp0(f) write
t(a) for the unique i ∈ I with ai = 1 and write
I0 := {i ∈ I | ∃a ∈ Supp0(f) with t(a) = i}.
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Clearly we can write
f(x) =
∑
i∈I0
xigi(xj)j∈J +
∑
a∈Supp(f)\Supp0(f)
βax
a
for some polynomials gi in the variables (xj)j∈J . Also, the algebraic set⋂
i/∈J
{xi = 0}
⋂
i∈I0
{gi = 0}
in AnC has dimension at least |J | − |I0| and is contained in Critf , the critical
locus of f . By our smoothness condition s = 0, this implies
(32) |I0| ≥ |J |.
Hence, we can write I0 = {i1, . . . , iℓ} and J = {j1, . . . , jm} with m ≤ ℓ and
with
(33) ki1 ≥ ki2 ≥ . . . ≥ kiℓ and |kj1 | ≥ |kj2 | ≥ . . . ≥ |kjm |.
To prove the lemma it is now sufficient to show that
(34) kir > |kjr | for all r with 1 ≤ r ≤ m.
Indeed, (34) gives a contradiction with (30). To prove (34), we suppose that
there is r0 with 1 ≤ r0 ≤ m and with
(35) kir0 ≤ |kjr0 |
and we need to find a contradiction. If there exists a ∈ Supp0(f) such that
ajr1 ≥ 1 for some r1 ≤ r0, then let a be such an element and let t be t(a);
otherwise, let a be arbitrary and put t = 0. We will now show that t < r0.
If t = 0 this is clear, so, suppose that t > 0. Since d ≥ 3 and a ∈ Supp0(f),
we find by (31) and (33) that
(36) kit =
∑
i∈I
kiai ≥
∑
j∈J
aj|kj | > |kjr1 | ≥ |kjr0 |.
Together with (33) and (35), this implies that t < r0 as desired. We can
thus write
(37) f =
∑
1≤ℓ≤r0−1
xiℓhℓ(xj)j∈J +
∑
a∈A
βax
a
with
A = {a ∈ Supp(f) |
∑
i/∈{j1,...,jr0}
ai ≥ 2}
and with some polynomials hℓ in the variables (xj)j∈J . It follows that the
algebraic set ⋂
i/∈{j1,...,jr0}
{xi = 0}
⋂
1≤ℓ≤r0−1
{hℓ = 0}
has dimension at least 1 and is contained in Critf , again a contradiction with
our smoothness assumption s = 0. So, relation (34) follows and the lemma
is proved. 
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The case of Lemma 4.2 with s = 0 is derived from Lemma 4.3, as follows.
Proof of Lemma 4.2 with s = 0. Let f be of degree d ≥ 3 and with s = 0.
We need to show that σf ≥ n/d, and, that σf = n/d if and only if f =
fd. Since fd is smooth, Lemma 4.3 implies that (d/n, . . . , d/n) belongs to
∆0(f), and hence, σf ≥ n/d. Suppose now that f 6= fd. Then there exists
a ∈ Supp(f) with
∑n
i=1 ai < d. Hence, by Lemma 4.3 and the definition of
∆0(f), there exists ε > 0 such that
{x ∈ Rn | ||x− (d/n, . . . , d/n)|| ≤ ε} ⊂ ∆0(f).
Therefore it is clear that σf > n/d. This finishes the proof of Lemma 4.2
with s = 0. 
Proof of lemma 4.2 with s > 0. To prove the lemma with s > 0 we may
suppose that
(38) σf ≤ (n− s)/d.
By the definition of σf we have
(39) min
a∈Conv(Supp(f))
max(a) = 1/σf ,
where max(a) = max1≤i≤n{ai} and where Conv(Supp(f)) is the convex hull
of Supp(f). We set
k := min
max(a)=1/σf
#{i|ai = 1/σf},
where the minimum is taken over a ∈ Conv(Supp(f)). Let a ∈ Conv(Supp(f))
realize this minimum, namely, with #{i | ai = 1/σ} = k and with max(a) =
1/σf . We may suppose that
a1 = . . . = ak = 1/σf and ai < 1/σf if i > k.
Let b ∈ Conv(Supp(f)) be such that max(b) = 1/σf . Then, for each λ ∈
[0, 1], the point cλ := λa + (1 − λ)b lies in Conv(Supp(f)). When λ is
sufficiently close to 1, then we have cλ,i < 1/σf for all i > k, and, the
definition of k implies that bi = 1/σf for all 1 ≤ i ≤ k. By the same
reasoning, for each b ∈ Conv(Supp(f)) one has bi ≥ 1/σf for some i with
1 ≤ i ≤ k. The definition of k and (39) also tell us that k/σf ≤ d, and thus
we find
(40) k ≤ n− s
from (38). For any tuple of complex numbers C = (ci,j)1≤i,j≤s we consider
the polynomial
gC = f(x1, . . . , xn−s, xn−s+1 +
∑
1≤j≤n−s
c1,jxj , . . . , xn +
∑
1≤j≤n−s
cs,jxj).
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For a generic choice of C one has Supp(f) ⊂ Supp(gC). Furthermore, we
show that for a generic choice of C the polynomial
hC = fd(x1, . . . , xn−s,
∑
1≤j≤n−s
c1,jxj, . . . ,
∑
1≤j≤n−s
cs,jxj)
is smooth homogeneous in n− s variables, where fd is the degree d homoge-
neous part of f . For a generic choice of en = (en,i)i<n one has
dim(Sing(fd,en)) = n− s,
where
fd,en(x1, . . . , xn−1) := fd(x1, . . . , xn−1,
n−1∑
i=1
en,ixi),
considered as a polynomial in n − 1 variables xi with i < n. We repeat
this argument to see that for a generic choice E = (en−s+1, . . . , en) with
ej = (ej,i)i<j one has that
dim(Sing(fd|VE )) = n− s,
where
VE = {x|xn =
∑
i<n
en,ixi, . . . , xn−s+1 =
∑
i≤n−s
en−s+1,ixi}.
It is clear that the smoothness of fd|VE for generic E corresponds to the
smoothness of hC for generic C. Let us fix such a choice of C with all these
properties, namely, that hC is smooth and that Supp(f) ⊂ Supp(gC). If
a ∈ Supp(gC), it is easy to see that ai ≥ bi for all i with 1 ≤ i ≤ n − s and
for some b ∈ Supp(f). Hence, σgC ≤ σf , by the definition of k and our chosen
ordering of the coordinates. On the other hand, from Supp(f) ⊂ Supp(gC)
it follows that σgC ≥ σf , and hence, we have
σgC = σf .
Let π be the coordinate projection from Rn to Rn−s. Then, for any e =
(ej)j=1,...,s, consider the polynomial
gC,e(x1, . . . , xn−s) := gC(x1, . . . , xn−s, e1, . . . , es).
Then, for generic choice of e, we have
Supp(gC,e) = π(Supp(gC)).
Let us fix such a choice of e. It is clear that
σgC,e = σgC ,
by the definition of k and our ordering of the coordinates. Note that the
highest degree homogeneous part of gC,e equals hC , which is smooth. Thus,
we can use Lemma 4.2 with s = 0 (which is already proved) for gC,e. So, we
find
σgC,e = (n− s)/d, and, gC,e − gC,e(0) = hC .
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Hence,
π(Supp(f)) ⊂ π(Supp(gC)) ⊂ {a ∈ R
n−s|a1 + . . .+ an−s = d}.
This holds if and only if f−f(0) = fd = h(x1, . . . , xn−s) for some polynomial
h, which is smooth homogeneous since dim(Critfd) = s. This finishes the
proof of the lemma 4.2. 
We are now ready to prove Theorem 3.
Proof of Theorem 3. The case that d = 2 is treated in Section 3.2. Hence,
we may suppose that d ≥ 3. By Proposition 4.1, there exists a constant c2
such that for all integers m > 1, all primes p and all primitive pm-th roots
of unity ξ we have
(41) Ef (p
m, ξ) ≤ c2p
−mσfmκ−1.
By Lemma 4.2 we have σf ≥
n−s
d . If σf >
n−s
d , then we have
n−s
d <
n−s
2 ,
from using d ≥ 3 and s < n. Conjecture 1 for this case follows by combining
(5) and (41) with the square free case from Section 3.4 . If σf =
n−s
d , we
use Lemma 4.2 again to see that f = gd for a smooth form gd of degree d in
n − s variables. Conjecture 1 for this case follows by the Igusa’s case from
Section 3.1. 
Remark 2. The genericity of our notion of non-denegericity depends in fact
in Supp(f), and does not always hold. When Supp(f) is contained in
a hyperplane which does not go through the origin 0 and has a normal
vector with non-negative coordinates (see [5, Sec 2.2]), then the condi-
tion of non-degeneracy on the coefficients βi is generic within this support,
that is, for any γ outside a Zariski closed subset of CSupp(f), the poly-
nomial
∑
i∈Supp(f) γix
i is non-degenerate w.r.t. its Newton polyhedron at
zero. This hyperplane condition generalizes the case of weighted homoge-
neous polynomials. However, in the general case, this genericity may be
lost since we imposed conditions on critical points of fτ instead of on sin-
gular points as is done more usually. For instance, polynomials of the form
f(x) = ax3 + by3 + cxy for nonzero a, b, and c are never non-degenerate in
our sense.
5. The four variable case
In this section we prove Conjecture 1 when n ≤ 4 (Theorem 4), and some
stronger results when furthermore d = 3 (Proposition 5.1 and its corollary).
Theorem 4. Let f , n, s, and d be as in the introduction and suppose that
n ≤ 4. Then Conjecture 1 holds for f .
We will derive Theorem 4 from the following key proposition for f of
degree 3 in n ≤ 4 variables.
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Proposition 5.1. If n ≤ 4 and d ≤ 3, then the bounds from (11) hold for
f , that is, for all ε > 0 one has
(42) Ef (N, ξ)≪ N
−αˆf+ε for all ξ and all squareful integers N,
with αˆf as in Section 2.3. Moreover, αˆf is the optimal exponent in (42);
indeed, αˆf equals the motivic oscillation index of f as given in [10].
The optimality of the exponent αˆf in (42) means that there is a constant
c0 > 0 such that for infinitely many N > 0 one has
(43) c0N
−αˆf ≤ Ef (N, ξ) for some primitive N -th root ξ of unity.
The motivic oscillation index of f as given in [10] (which corresponds to [7]
but without the negative sign) is the optimal exponent of p−m in (42), see
Section 3.4 of [10]; therefor, the equality with αˆf is a useful property.
Proof of Theorem 4. Suppose that n ≤ 4. If d = 2 or (n − s)/d ≤ 1, then
Conjecture 1 follows by the argument in Section 3.2. Hence, we may concen-
trate on the case that d = 3 and s = 0. But this case follows from Proposition
5.1 and the square free case from Section 3.4, together with (12). 
The following auxiliary lemma is well known, see for example the final
inequality of [17], where furthermore an explicit upper bound on the number
of critical points is obtained.
Lemma 5.2. Suppose that g = g0 + ... + gd is a polynomial in C[x1, ..., xn]
of degree d and with dim(Critgd) = 0, where gi is the degree i homogeneous
part of g, and where Critgd is the critical locus of gd : C
n → C. Then Critg
is a finite set, with Critg the critical locus of g.
Proof. This is shown by homogenizing g as in the reasoning towards the
final inequality of [17], where it is even shown that #Critg ≤ (d − 1)
n, by
an application of Bézout’s theorem. 
Proof of Proposition 5.1. If (n− s)/d ≤ 1, then the bounds (42) follow from
[10], as explained in Section 3.2, and, the optimality and equality with the
motivic oscillation index is treated in the last section of [10]. We may thus
suppose that s = 0. By Lemma 5.2 it is sufficient to show that there exist
C > 0 and M such that for all primes p > M , for all integers m ≥ 2, all
points P in Fnp , and all primitive p
m-th roots of unity ξ we have
(44) EPf (p
m, ξ) ≤ Cp−m(αˆf−ε),
with EPf from (20).
If there exists a point a ∈ Critf (Zp) such that the multiplicity of f at a is
3 then Ef (p
m, ξ) = Ef3(p
m, ξ) for all m ≥ 1 and all all primitive pm-th roots
of unity ξ. So, we are done by the case of f = fd with s = 0 as treated in
Section 3.1, and, αˆf = 4/3 which equals the motivic oscillation index in this
case, by the optimality mentioned in Section 3.1 and by the last section of
[10]. If Critf = ∅ then the bounds (42) are clear, since in this case one has
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Ef (p
m, ξ) = 0 as soon as p is large and m ≥ 2, and similarly, for any p but
m large enough.
Now suppose that f has multiplicity 2 at 0. We focus on the bounds
(44) for EPf with P = {0}. By Lemma 3.3 we may suppose that f2 is
diagonal. By Weierstrass preparation in the ring R[[x, y, z, w]] with R a
ring of the form Z[1/M ] for some integer M > 0, we may suppose that
f(x, y, z, w) equals u(x, y, z, w)(x2 + x(h(y, z, w) + g(y, z, w)) for some g, h
in Z[[y, z, w]] and some unit u in Z[[x, y, z, w]]. By the general theory of
local zeta functions of [15], it is thus sufficient to prove the proposition for
f being x2 + xhD(y, z, w) + gD(y, z, w) where hD and gD are polynomials
which coincide with h and g up to degree D, for some large D > 0. Now
by the transformation with x − hD/2 instead of x, we may assume that
hD = 0. Now, if gD has multiplicity 3 or more at zero, then α˜gD ≤ 1, and,
we are done by [10] for gD. If gD has multiplicity 2 at zero, then we may
repeat the above reduction and assume that gD(y, z, w) = y
2 + G(z, w) for
some polynomial G in two variables. Since α˜G ≤ 1, we are again done by
[10]. When a ∈ Critf (C) is algebraic, then one works similarly but with
Weierstrass preparation over the ring R = Z[a, 1/M ]. 
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